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Simple yet stunningly elegant! Crafted with lots of attention to detail, this beautiful ring offers a
unique, multi-layered silhouette. It is embellished with clear crystal pavé and adorns your finger

Spiral Ring
Ring $175.00

Beautiful necklaces priced from $95

Match Heart Necklace, $95.00Oceanic Pendant, $160.00
Ties of Love Pendant, $100.00
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Dazzle Ring

This rhodium-plated ring is quite a dazzler! It has one
prominent clear Xillion-cut crystal chaton in the center. On

each side there are two rows of glittering smaller clear
crystals set in the Pointiage® technique.

15% Off

Nirvana Ring
Ring  $190.00, Sizes: S-XL

The ring that’s sure to get attention and reflect your
excellent taste! Opulent yet discreet, this extremely

elegant creation boasts faceted Black Diamond crystal
in a unique cut. The inner ring is silver-plated.

 Our pick

10% Off

Brilliance Set

An absolute classic! This rhodium-plated set includes a
gorgeous pendant with two brilliant-cut clear crystals that
play with the light in amazing ways. The matching set of
pierced earrings also flaunts 2 brilliant-cut clear crystals.

The earrings come as a pair and the pendant comes on a

Stone Ring

This unique rhodium-plated ring fascinates with its trendy,
domed silhouette. It is encrusted in clear crystal pavé and

brings modern, metallic elegance to any outfit.
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Brilliance Set

Code: 1791275

Necklace
$125.00 10% Off
Size: 15 3/4 inches

Nirvana Ring

Code: 846387

Ring
$190.00 15% Off
Size: S-XL

Spiral Ring

Code: 1156304

Ring
$175.00 
Size: S-XL

Stone Ring

Code: 1156313

Ring
$170.00 
Size: S-XL

Match Heart
Necklace

Code: 1062708

Necklace
$95.00 
Size: 14 7/8 inches

Oceanic Pendant

Code: 1807340

Necklace
$160.00 
Size: 15 7/8 inches

Ties of Love Pendant

Code: 992701

Necklace
$100.00 
Size: 15 / 13/16 x 1
inches

Dazzle Ring

Code: 953107

Ring
$115.00 
Size: S-XL
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10% Off

Brilliance Set

An absolute classic! This rhodium-plated set includes a
gorgeous pendant with two brilliant-cut clear crystals that
play with the light in amazing ways. The matching set of
pierced earrings also flaunts 2 brilliant-cut clear crystals.

The earrings come as a pair and the pendant comes on a

15% Off

Nirvana Ring

The ring that’s sure to get attention and reflect your
excellent taste! Opulent yet discreet, this extremely

elegant creation boasts faceted Black Diamond crystal in
a unique cut. The inner ring is silver-plated.

Ties of Love

True to its name, the pendant has a red heart in Light
Siam Satin crystal with a delicate rhodium-plated ribbon
wrapped on top. The heart signifies love and the wrap

lends it a touch of warmth. The pendant reflects a special
bond - strong yet delicate. This pendant comes on a

Spiral Ring

Simple yet stunningly elegant! Crafted with lots of
attention to detail, this beautiful ring offers a unique,
multi-layered silhouette. It is embellished with clear

crystal pavé and adorns your finger with an eye-catching
sparkle.
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